Q1

Describe the midda of tsnius.

A

Hiding your virtues. (Hiding the animal side of you and keeping
secrets are also included in tsnius. These aspects are not
highlighted in the story.)

Q2

Did the hillbillies like Yehudis or not?

A

They liked her when she acted royal. They hated her when she
began to act like them. (What's the nimshal to this?)

Q3

Did you hear the cello at 25:10? What tune is it playing and
what does it represent?

A

Eicha. That once-a-year day is Tisha B’Av.

Q4

What can a person do to protect against the Yetzer Hora?

A

Guard his/her eyes from anything bad, immoral or tomay.

Q5

What do you have to beware of, if you need to spit?

A

Not to disgust anyone.

Q6

What does Sam represent?

A

The Prophets and Tzadikkim who try to rebuke Yidden.

Q7

What kind of animal cannot be found in New Zealand?

A

Snakes.

Q8

What was Yehudis first lie? Did the King know that Yehudis
was lying? How?

A

She lied about how her clothes became smokey. Yes, he could tell
on her face. (Hidden cameras.)

Q9

What’s wrong with saying “ I tolja so!”?

A

Gaava. It implies “I am better than you because I knew and you
didn’t”.

Q10

What's wrong with talking to strangers?

A

The stranger could be a harmful person . For girls it is a lack of
tsnius to speak to a strange boy or man. (The opposite is also true.)

Q11

Who do the royal servants represent?

A

The malachim.

Q12

Why does the King still love Yehudis after she betrayed him?

A

After all, she’s his daughter and he knows /hopes Yehudis will
return one day.

Q13

Yidden in the golus begin to imitate the gentiles. What
represents this in the story?

A

Yehudis speaking and acting like a hillbilly.

Q14

List all of Yehudis’ avayros from small to great.

A

Peeking out the window - staring out the window- slowing the
carriage- stopping the carriage - waving - talking to the hillbillies getting out of the carriage and playing frisbee - skipping her
music lesson - lying to her father- becoming friends with hillbillies
- loving Willie - saying s-h-u-t u-p - selfishness- chutzpa speechbreaking her father's heart - stuffing herself with food.
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Q1

How can curiosity be harmful or be beneficial?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Q2

How did you feel when listening to the description of the
hIllbillies and of the mother-in-law? Who do they represent?
Do you feel that way about the gentiles around you?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Q3

If you need someone to stop talking, instead of “Shut up”, what
can you say in a kinder way?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Q4

This story gives off a negative feeling for the gentile nations
who are holding us in golus. Where ,in the daavening, do we
find such feelings?
Hint: Look at Hodu after Boruch She'amar, Tachanun for Mondays and
Thursdays, Boruch Hashem L’olam in Maariv, Dror Yikroh, Selichos
numbers 54, 66, 79, 80, 94.

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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Q5

What does it mean when Yehudis calls out “Banish wickedness
from the Earth!”
Hint: Look in the Shemoneh Esray for Rosh Hashana.

__________________________________________________________________
Q6

What does the code language represent? Why is it a secret?
Hint: Are gentiles allowed to learn Torah?

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Q7

What made the King wail and cry? What does it represent?
Hint: What puts Hashem in distress? See Tehillim 91:15.

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Q8

What makes your eating into a mitzva, even during the week?
Hint: Eating just for pleasure is not a mitzva.

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Q9

Why did Yehudis run away to the hillbillies? What does that
represent?
Hint: When Yidden do avayros, are they gaining?

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Q10

Yehudis married Willie the Hillbilly. What does that represent?
Hint: How is intermarraige a betrayal of Hashem’s love for us? See Book
of Ezra chapter 9, 10.

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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